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Petroleum Testing Services
AGAT Laboratories offers a wide spectrum of laboratory 
services tailored to meet the needs and demands of 
the Energy sector. With advanced instrumentation, a 
team of experts and accreditation by the Standards 
Council of Canada (SCC), we offer full-service 
solutions in our Petroleum Testing Division. We 
specialize in services for atmospheric oil, oilfield water 
analysis, preventative maintenance, pressurized gas, 
condensate gas and field sampling services.

WebFLUIDS 

ІІ   Increasing your Quality Control 

Reserve calculations and revenue allocations 
performed by Oil and Gas companies are heavily 
reliant on hydrocarbon laboratory analysis. 
 
By assessing the quality of a fluid or gas/condensate, 
clients can evaluate their reservoirs, complete wells, 
design facilities and ultimately ship their product.

Service Beyond Analysis  
■ www.agatlabs.com

AGAT Laboratories offers a unique internet software 
package that is specially designed to assist in 
hydrocarbon fluid and gas analysis. WebFLUIDS is 
a Well Data Management System which provides 
realtime access to client data and allows users to 
actively engage in the quality control of results.  
The program can also assist Production Accountants in 
their revenue calculations by providing up-to-date data 
and ensuring optimum accuracy in analysis for  
efficient revenue allocation.

■ To learn more about WebFLUIDS Web App or to request an      
    e-demo, visit our website and view our “Resources” section.



Software Advantages
Our innovative WebFLUIDS software will provide costs 
savings and strategic advantages for your business 
with the following features.

ІІ   Analytical Library

WebFLUIDS acts as a library of all the analysis to be 
conducted for your project including oil, gas, water and 
condensate samples. The library maintains a record of 
all current and historical reports from any sample point 
within your area of operation. Within the library, you 
can also search the database by field, sample point, 
analysis type and more.

І   І   Quality Control 

When results are captured into WebFLUIDS, data can 
be compared to previous results from the same sample 
point you have chosen. All Production Accountants 
within the business can be sure they are working off 
of the same seamless data and are entering the latest 
information on a particular well.

І   І   Saving Companies Time and Money

WebFLUIDS is programmed with an interface that 
allows the transfer of data into the most commonly 
used industry field data capture software systems. 
Clients have the option to directly upload using 
WebFLUIDS exports into Fieldview, PVR and client 
developed systems, thus eliminating the costly and 
labour-intensive effort of manually entering data.

• PAS File Creation:  
WebFLUIDS includes a link for PAS file creations. 
Clients are able to review their data and download 
required PAS files for submission to the AER  
or BCOGC.

• Minimize Costly Penalties:  
Minimizing penalties for your products is one of the 
significant bottom line values of using WebFLUIDS. 
Our tracking system can be used to ensure that 
production streams are consistent so that you can 
avoid penalties for faulty analysis, improper lab 
procedures or poor selection of sample points.

Whether you are evaluating a reservoir, completing a 
well, designing a facility or shipping your product to 
market, WebFLUIDS will aid in the control, production 
and financial decision-making aspects of your project. 

Service Beyond Analysis  
■ www.agatlabs.com

AGAT Laboratories is a highly specialized, 
Canadian based company that provides 
analytical laboratory services world-wide. 
We offer services to the Energy, Mining, 
Environmental, Industrial, Transportation, 
Agri-Food and Life Sciences sectors. With 
world-class facilities and state-of–the-art 
instrumentation, our qualified personnel 
adhere to our mission statement, 
delivering “Service Beyond Analysis”.


